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We observed the first-ever Brillouin scattering in thin-
film lithium niobate (TFLN) waveguides. The z-cut
TFLN waveguide, at 20° rotation angle, achieves a re-
markable 84.9 m−1W−1 Brillouin gain coefficient, facili-
tated by 7.88 GHz surface acoustic waves.
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Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), a nonlinear optomechan-4

ical interaction involving light and GHz acoustic waves, has5

spurred groundbreaking applications [1], from sub-Hertz level6

laser [2], ultra-high selectivity filter [3], to optical gyroscope7

[4]. Exploiting the SBS effect in chip-scale photonic devices8

for Brillouin-based applications requires a large Brillouin gain9

coefficient in a scalable photonic integrated platform. Re-10

markably, strong SBS effect with Brillouin gain coefficient11

over 100 m−1W−1 has been observed in chalcogenide [5] and12

suspended-silicon [6] waveguides. While promising, these plat-13

forms are either volatile or mechanically unstable. On-chip SBS14

has also been explored in low-loss and scalable silicon nitride15

platforms [2, 7]. Nevertheless, Brillouin gain coefficients in these16

platforms are limited to below 1 m−1W−1.17

Very recently, theoretical works predict a strong SBS effect in18

thin-film lithium niobate (TFLN) waveguides [8]. TFLN waveg-19

uides, recognized for their low loss, scalability, and versatility20

[9], have enabled unprecedented performances and functions in21

modulators [10], optical frequency combs [11], and quantum op-22

tics [12]. While the optomechanical effect has been investigated23

in TFLN waveguides, previous experiments rely on electric in-24

terdigital transducers to externally excite the acoustic waves25

[13, 14]. The SBS effect in TFLN waveguides has never been26

observed.27

Here, we report, to the best of our knowledge, the first-ever28

experimental observation of backward SBS signals from TFLN29

waveguides. Our investigation encompasses both z-cut and x-30

cut TFLN waveguides. Notably, we observed the SBS effect in31

air-cladded z-cut TFLN waveguides with various crystal rotation32

angles (θ), confirming the crystal orientation dependence of the33

SBS strength. Furthermore, we experimentally demonstrated34

the enhancement of the SBS effect by surfaced acoustic waves35

by comparing x-cut TFLN waveguides with both silica and air36

cladding. The massive Brillouin gain coefficient (84.9 m−1W−1
37

in z-cut TFLN waveguides with θ=20°) in the mature TFLN38

platform makes it an ideal candidate for integrated Brillouin-39

based applications.40

The air-cladded z-cut TFLN waveguides under test with θ41

= 0°, 20°, and 40° are illustrated in Fig.1 (a). We fabricate the42

waveguides using a commercial z-cut LN wafer (NANOLN)43

with a 400 nm-thick TFLN layer. The etch depth of the z-cut44

waveguide is 200 nm. All z-cut TFLN waveguides are 1-cm long.45

For waveguides with θ = 20° and 40°, the angled section is 0.5 cm.46

All z-cut LN waveguides have a coupling loss of 5 dB per facet47

and a propagation loss of 0.8 dB/cm.48

Fig.1 (b) and (c) shows the simulated electric field and corre-49

sponding acoustic response of the z-cut TFLN waveguides with50

θ = 20° in COMSOL. The waveguide supports surface acoustic51

waves at 7.95 GHz, resulting in a large overlap between the52

optical and acoustic fields for the SBS interaction.53

We experimentally characterized the Brillouin gain profile54

of the z-cut TFLN waveguides with a pump-probe modulated55

lock-in amplifier setup [7, 15, 16]. Fig.1 (d) shows the measured56

SBS peaks from the TFLN waveguides with different θ. We57

calculated the Brillouin gain coefficients by comparing the SBS58

peak from fibers in the setup (total length 5 m) and the waveg-59

uide peaks. Specifically, the z-cut TFLN waveguide at θ= 0°60

exhibits a Brillouin gain coefficient of 9.45 m−1W−1 at 8.34 GHz,61

while at θ= 20°, the Brillouin gain coefficient reaches as high62

as 84.9 m−1W−1 at 8.06 GHz. For θ= 40°, the Brillouin gain63

coefficient is reduced to 25.6 m−1W−1 at 7.88 GHz. The crystal64

orientation dependence of the SBS strength matches well with65

our simulation in Fig.1 (e). Note that the simulated Brillouin66

gain coefficients are around 50% lower than the measured values,67

which could be potentially due to the underestimated acoustic68

quality factor in our simulation model (Qac=1000). Addition-69

ally, the SBS signal is further validated through vector network70

analyzer (VNA) measurement [7, 16], as shown in Fig.1 (f).71

We also characterized Brillouin gain profiles of x-cut TFLN72

waveguides with an LN layer thickness of 500 nm and an etching73

depth of 250 nm. As shown in Fig.2 (a), the measured Brillouin74

gain coefficient of the x-cut TFLN waveguide (2.8 cm long) with75
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Fig. 1. (a) Artistic representation of the air-cladded z-cut TFLN waveguides with crystal orientation angle θ of 0°, 20°, and 40°. (b)
Simulated electric field and (c) the corresponding acoustic response of the air-cladded z-cut TFLN waveguides at the Brillouin
frequency shift (θ = 20°). (d) Lock-in amplifier measurement results of the Brillouin gain profile of TFLN waveguides with different
rotation angles θ. The Brillouin gain coefficients are calculated by comparing waveguide peaks with fiber peaks. (e) Simulated
Brillouin gain density plot as a function of θ. Stars indicate data points we measured. (f) SBS peak from the z-cut TFLN waveguides
(θ= 20°) from the VNA measurement. VNA: vector network analyzer.

Fig. 2. (a)Lock-in amplifier measurement results of the x-cut
TFLN waveguides with and without silica cladding, displayed
together with SBS peaks from 5 m of fibers in the setup. Mea-
sured (b) Stokes and (c) anti-Stokes signal from the x-cut TFLN
waveguides without silica cladding.

θ = 0° is 26.1 m−1W−1 at 8.70 GHz. For further verification, we76

have also characterized the sample with the VNA measurement,77

as shown in Fig.2 (b) and (c). Notably, the measured Stokes78

signal revealed a narrow linewidth of 11.9 MHz. To verify the79

role of surface acoustic waves in facilitating the SBS process,80

we also characterized samples with silica cladding on top of81

the x-cut TFLN waveguides (1 cm long). The Brillouin gain82

coefficients of the silica-cladded sample were reduced by nearly83

fourfold, primarily due to the diminished confinement of the84

acoustic wave compared to the air-cladded counterparts.85

In conclusion, we have observed the first-ever SBS signal86

from TFLN waveguides in both z- and x-cut. The substan-87

tial Brillouin gain coefficients highlight the immense potential88

for leveraging SBS in the mature TFLN platform. This opens89

avenues for intersecting integrated Brillouin lasers, as well as90

Brillouin-based microwave photonics signal processing with ex-91

isting functionalities such as modulators and optical frequency92

combs in the TFLN platform with unparalleled performances.93
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